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Find eight  
balls of yarn.

How many  
kittens are  

in the picture?

Find seven  
striped cats.

How many  
yellow cats  

do you count?

Find all the mice!

Which cat is 
the fluffiest?



Find  
the pink poodles!

Find three dogs  
shaped like  
sausages.

Find  
all the  

puppies.

Find  
the smallest  

dog.



Which raccoon is  
eating a snack?

How many  
raccoons are  

carrying masks?

Find all the  
sleeping raccoons.

Find the panda 
wearing  

a party hat!

One baby penguin 
is hiding among the 

pandas. Can you  
find him?

Find  
all the sleeping  

pandas.



Find all  
the elephants 

splashing in the  
water.

Which elephant 
is greeting 
a mouse?

Find  
the hippo!

Find seven small 
frogs.

Find  
the sleeping 
crocodiles.

Can you find 
the bird cleaning  

a crocodile’s teeth?



Which wolves 
are howling?

Where is a bunny 
rabbit hiding?

Which fox is 
the sliest?

Find a fox  
with the the 
largest tail.

Help me 
find my little 

mouse friend.

Find three 
wolf cubs.



Find a wise 
old owl.

Find a toy mouse.

Find  
a hamster.

Which  
mouse has the 
fattest tummy?

Find three mice  
wearing sun glasses.

Which owl looks 
a lot like me?

Have you seen 
my baby owl?



How many  
dragonflies are  

among  
the butterflies?

How many  
butterflies look  

like me?

Find  
a pirate parrot.

Find two pigeons 
and two toucans.

Where are  
the lovebirds?

Count  
all the pink  
butterflies.



Find the bunny  
rabbit with 

the longest ears.

How many  
hedgehogs are curled 

up into a ball?

Find the hedgehog 
carrying the most apples 

and mushrooms.

Find a sleepy 
hedgehog.

Can you find 
a trendy  

porcupine?

Find a bunny  
rabbit who is  

holding a paint 
brush.

Which bunny  
rabbit is the most 
frightened one?



Find the bear  
with the biggest 

smile.

How many  
snowmen can  

you find?

How many  
bears are wearing 

hats?

Which bear 
has caught  

a delicious fish?

Can you find 
the baby penguin 

hatching from 
his egg?

How many  
penguins are  

wearing bow ties?

Can you find 
the snowman?



One pony is hiding 
among the horses. 
Can you find him?

Find all  
the bear cubs.

Find all 
the fawns.

Which deer has 
the biggest set 

of antlers?

Find  
a bunny rabbit.Find three horses 

with dapple-gray 
spots.

How many horses 
have saddles?
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